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Abstract. Measuring is a key to scientific progress. This is particularly true for research concerning complex systems, whether natural or
human-built. The tutorial introduced basic and intermediate concepts
about lab-based evaluation of information retrieval systems, its pitfalls,
and shortcomings and it complemented them with a recent and innovative angle to evaluation: the application of methodologies and tools
coming from the Visual Analytics (VA) domain for better interacting,
understanding, and exploring the experimental results and Information
Retrieval (IR) system behaviour.

1

Scope and Learning Objectives

The tutorial addressed the topic of experimental evaluation, which has been a
core topic in Information Retrieval (IR) since its inception. However, the tutorial faced this topic mixing basic and indispensable concepts on IR evaluation
with a new angle that comes from applying information visualization and Visual
Analytics (VA) methods and techniques to improve the interpretation and interaction with the experimental data, with the ﬁnal goal of better understanding
the system behaviour.
The overall aim of the tutorial was to improve the skills and practices of
junior researchers (but also senior ones were welcome) in carrying out a thorough evaluation of IR system, providing them with both solid knowledge of IR
evaluation and its pitfalls and with an innovative angle, coming from the application of visual analytics techniques to the understanding of and interaction
with experimental data.
The speciﬁc learning objectives were: (i) to learn basic and intermediate competencies on IR evaluation and its pitfalls; (ii) to learn basic competencies on
VA; (iii) to learn how VA techniques can be fruitfully applied to IR evaluation;
(iv) to learn to implement basic VA components for IR evaluation.

2

Contents

The lecture in the ﬁrst half-day was constituted by three modules. The objective
of this ﬁrst half-day was to provide attendees with needed methodological notions
to achieve the learning objectives described above.
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The ﬁrst module started introducing the main motivations and goals for experimental evaluation [1] and explained the basic concepts of the experimental
evaluation according to the Cranﬁeld paradigm, namely experimental collections, ground-truth creation and pool, evaluation campaigns and their typical
life-cycle [2].
Evaluation measures have been introduced and discussed, also from in relation
to what is usually done in the (representational) theory of measurement [3], their
main constituents (user models, ...) were presented, and some caveats about scale
types and the allowed operations with them have been raised. Some examples of
well-known measures, such as Average Precision (AP), Normalized Discounted
Cumulated Gain (nDCG), Rank-Biased Precision (RBP) and so on, have been
discussed [4].
Failure analysis was then introduced and explained as a fundamental but
extremely demanding activity by providing examples from well-known exercises,
such as the Reliable Information Access (RIA) workshop [5].
The second module introduced the goals and the motivations underlying the
emerging VA discipline, detailing the concepts and the basic techniques that are
currently adopted in such a research ﬁeld. In particular, the canonical steps of
internal data representation and data presentation have been described, together
with an overview of the most used visualization techniques [6,7].
Issues associated with the correct evaluation of VA systems were introduced
and discussed. In particular, the tutorial analysed the user centered design
methodology and the evaluation through questionnaires [8]. Examples have been
given by the application of such techniques to the VA prototype developed within
the IR evaluation PROMISE1 Infrastructure [9,10].
The third module dealt with advanced applications of VA to experimental
evaluation, where theoretical notions were complemented with examples from
actually implemented prototypes. In particular, we: (i) described how to provide
better support for carrying out an eﬀective failure analysis [11,12]; (ii) introduced a new phase in the evaluation, we called it “what-if analysis”, aimed at
getting an estimate of the possible impact of modiﬁcations to an IR system on
its performances [13,14].
The hands-on session in the second half-day were constituted by three modules. The objective of this second half-day was to provide attendees with a concrete feeling about how to develop and implement the methodological notions
introduced in the ﬁrst half-day.
The ﬁrst module let attendees play with a running prototype of a VA system
for IR evaluation, the VATE system, in order to let them experience what you
can aim at for such kind of systems, how they can work, and how you can
beneﬁt from them for better understanding the experimental results. They then
went trough a questionnaire for evaluating the used system. This had a twofold goal: ﬁrst, to stimulate critical thinking about what the attendees have just
experienced; second, to provide them with a concrete example of what evaluating
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VA systems means and a starting point whether they will have to evaluate their
own VA systems.
The second module explained how to evaluate the output of an IR system
using standard experimental collections. In particular, it provided a step-by-step
example using the open source freely available MATTERS2 library, a MATLAB
toolkit for computing standard evaluation measures and carrying out analyses
(previous knowledge about MATLAB is not required), and ad-hoc Conference
and Labs of the Evaluation Forum (CLEF) collections [15,16].
The third module introduced the basics of the Web based visualization library
D33 , providing a step-by-step comprehensive example for representing and presenting a dataset containing IR evaluation data, focusing on user interaction in
order to quickly get insights from coordinated visualizations.

3

Schedule

The schedule of the lecture part (half-day) was organized as follows:
– Information Retrieval and its Evaluation: basics on laboratory-based IR evaluation [1,2]; basics on IR evaluation measures [4,3]; failure analysis [5].
– Visual Analytics: basics on Visual Analytics [6,7]; basics on evaluation of
Visual Analytics systems [8]; application of Visual Analytic to IR evaluation
and running examples with the PROMISE Infrastructure prototype [9,10].
– Advanced Applications of Visual Analytics for IR Evaluation: Visual Analytics for Failure Analysis and running examples with the VIRTUE prototype [11,12]; Visual Analytics for What-if Analysis and running examples
with the VATE prototype [13,14].
The schedule of the hands-on part (half-day) was organized as follows:
– Experiencing with VA for IR Evaluation: use and trial of the VATE prototype; evaluation questionnaire on the VATE prototype.
– Example of Building Blocks for VA applied to IR evaluation (part 1 of 2):
use of the MATTERS evaluation library to assess the performances of an IR
system and produce experimental data to analyse;
– Example of Building Blocks for VA applied to IR evaluation (part 2 of 2): use
of the D3 library to develop interactive plots and process the experimental
data produced in part 1.
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